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ABSTRACT: Facial expression recognition gives very important but some challenges is also in this field of recognizing the human 

emotions. It gives automatically expressions only using four different steps which is very useful for image processing and also using 

deep learning and CNN algorithms it develop and the outcome come. For  recognizing emotions is very easy task but when it comes to 

live image it will become very challenging to come up with powerful as well as which is use for everyone. As an example, the expression 

may varies in different situations such as the individual’s mood, their skin color, age, and environment surrounds. Facial Emotion 

Recognition should be done by all in different data some are image should be store in database by taking those image it should be 

recognizing expressions of human but in this it will taking live and then it will detecting expressions of human. Facial expression 

recognition is very easy to understand every expression in computer. When eyes should be up and big it means expression should be 

angry. 
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I.INTRODUCTION  

. A facial expression recognition is an automated system which can analyze the features of the face from the live facial image or live 

video datasets and identify the facial expression into different expression. To detect expression of human face it required to identify 

different facial features such as motions of face etc. Human facial expression is important for understanding the communication in some 

places its very challenging to understand with communication so with the help of expression only some field human understand the 

mentality of human. Computer capture the facial expression recognition which include some very great role in health, artificial 

intelligence and robotics. Their are many applications in this field which is very useful to understand the emotions of human face, some 

of them used for hospitality purpose some are used for recognizing the emotions while watching anything, some are used for recognizing 

for identifying criminals and so on. In Facial expression recognition helps to understand the expressions of unhealthy peoples in hospital 

which gives very important information of peoples who can’t speak properly using their expressions every one can understand the 

feeling of peoples. Now its very challenging so many applications are their with the help of those applications its plays a very important 

role in different different areas. Facial expressions recognition input should be live image to give the expressions per to recognize the 

expressions. Their are other applications also which help to recognize human expression but some of them are working with the image 

which is already store in database and recognize only those image expressions which is store in files but here it will take live image and 

video by webcam using those live image it will recognize the different emotions of human. This is very helpful and also challenging to 

recognize expressions of live image. 

 

II.LITERATURE SURVEY 

G. N. Matre, S. K. Shah [1] given solution on facial expression detection which give primary attention in order to identify the criminals 

face and breaches and this is very essential to find criminals by their expressions. 

Anagha S. Dhavalikar [2] purpose of the project which identify the facial expression using some technique based on machine 

communication system for automatically recognizing emotions of human which will increasing the performance of recognizing the 

expression of human. 

Khadija Lekdioui, Yassine Ruichek [3] facial expression recognition will follows the rule of image processing which help to identify. 

how the feature extraction will work how the step of the image processing work to recognize the human expression in different areas.  

Ira Cohen, Ashutosh [4] It will give complete details about how the facial expression is working on bases of image processing and input 

with the live image using webcam and output will be recognize in the text format. This working of facial expression recognition main 

importance to identify expression automatically using live input using webcam and output should be in text format. 

Matthew N. Dailey [5] human expression can give deep checking the expression which is categories between seven different expression. 

Basically the main focus is to identify expression for many fields. It help in so many fields because expression play very great role in 

many areas where human expressions can be identify by applications. 

Boost Kai-Biao Ge [6] this become the similarity of emotion detection based on image processing using some important modules. Facial 

expression recognition works and give easy way to recognize the different human emotions. Mostly human facial expression based on 

their movement of features and also mindset as per the thoughts it should change as per situations. 
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Jie Ma [7]  purpose of the project presented in the image processing in facial expression recognition. It will detect expression based on 

the image which is store in database different image and not only one it will take many image as per image clarity it will give different 

expression. 

V. Gomathi, Dr. K. Ramar [8] Analyzing emotions of human which is very challenging phase in image processing. So this represent all 

the process of analysis the expression of human in easy ways which will identify the expression of human while playing with toys. 

A. Santhiyaku Jeevakumar [9] Starting of recognition of facial expression it should be very easy to recognize expression but it is hard 

to capture expression because there are many application which is very powerful. So this project give the how to detect the emotions. 

 

III.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The purposed of the project is to identify the Human facial expressions which is divided into seven different emotions. the project is 

very useful to various platforms like e-commerce, social networking websites, shopping malls, and other retail industries. Facial 

recognition systems can easily detect if any customer or a persons view towards any product. If it is in social media. it can help to 

understand your partner's interpersonal behavior towards various situations and this can also help to understand their mindset and it can 

also be used to make a decision to get connected with the person or not. facial expression recognition should include the completeness 

of the facial expression requirements like functionality and non functionality should be explain properly. The ultimate use of this 

application will be mainly in Research and development where marketers will test any product and its reaction to their customers before 

market launch. There can be various future enhancements which can also be implemented for the other industries also. 

 

 

 

 

 

   

        

 

       Figure 1 Proposed system of Facial expression recognition 

 

 

 

      Input image: Image set consist of two type live image or video. It will take as input image in both type and then it will      detect 

the expression of human facial image or video. 

Pre-processing: Pre-processing is the common name for improving the image, Noise Reduction, sharpening, Clarity, Texture, Masking, 

portions of images. Pre-processing is one of the most important technique in image processing for giving the beast quality of image for 

detecting expressions and the each and  every steps. Preprocessing is also required for shadow removal, image correction. It also 

help to give image more perfection to recognizing the expression of humans. 

Face registration: The step should register face with clarity for detecting the expression. Feature  extraction is a technique of defining 

a large set of unnecessary data into a set of feature of reduce dimension. It is also very important step in every image processing to 

define process of recognizing facial expression. After preprocessing step it come for register face of human it give the clarity of face 

 like it should be face and then only it will detect facial expression of humans. The indication of face registration on human face is it 

in square shape when it come to face then it means face should be register.  

 

 

 

Figure 2: Example of Face registration 
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Feature extraction: Features is extracted from the sample live image or video for detecting the expression. Feature extraction is a 

technique of redefining a large set of unnecessary data into a set of feature of reduce Dimension. It is also very important step in every 

image processing. 

Emotion classification: The last and final step of the process, the classification is applied to the input image or video. After the feature 

extraction, the input images are classified according to the intensity value of the pixel. The template, which conforms to CNN algorithms, 

is used for classification. CNN is the convolutional neural network used for analyze the input image. it also help in removal of limitation 

and increase in efficiency for image processing result in a system that is far more effective, simpler to trained limited for image 

processing and neural  language processing. . 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3:  Example of Emotion classification  

 RESULT: In this field we discuss about the result obtain by overall classification and prediction. Two type of input taken                live 

image and video for recognition of facial expression based on that it will give the result in the text format. 

 

 

 

 

 

     

     Figure 4: Output of Facial expression recognition  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Figure 5: Output of Facial expression recognition  

 

IV.CONCLUSION  

This project is based on the image processing which call facial expression recognition done by using some tools and technology and 

also some steps which should be taken care to every image processing works. The human facial detection should be done by using some 

set of process and some of them are, preprocessing, facial registration, features extraction, classification these are the steps should be 

taken care to recognizing the human different emotions. First step should be done by giving the clarity of image as well as brightness 

of image for the exact recognition of emotions. Second step is used for registration of face, it means face should be detected by using 

facial registration, third step is movement of eyes, nose and i brow like if the eyes should be big and I brow should be up it means facial 

expression changing or t should be some expression, last step depend on recognizing the expression. It should give the exact expression 

name of human emotions. The project is still ongoing and is expected to lead to successful report of this should be in many areas. the 

system and source code are available for free. In addition,  intend to expand the system to recognize emotions in video sequences; 

However, the results of the ranking and the evaluation of the system will not be taken into account which the report is not last. the 

results will be announced in time for the final system to be available to the target audience of this document.  
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